NOCO LIGHT SHOW REVIEW
Thursday, April 14th, 2016 was CT Lighting Sales’
inaugural NoCo Light Show, a tradeshow dedicated
to the Northern Colorado and Southern Wyoming
markets. The event saw great success thanks
to the hard work of employees as well as great
manufacturer sponsors, and the team is already
looking forward to hosting the next one.
With the addition of Lorraine Vollmar to our team,
CT Lighting Sales is expanding itself into the
Northern Market, and the NoCo Light Show was a
launching point to these future relationships. The
attendees to the tradeshow got to see a variety
of lighting solutions ranging from commercial
applications to high-end architectural options and
lighting controls.
The daytime event not only featured great sponsors,
but also had an AIA presentation presented by Cree
Regional Manager Brian O’Sullivan. O’Sullivan
spoke on quality of light and educated the attendees
on CRI, CCT and the benefits of balanced R-values
in LED Light. This CEU accredited presentation
was both informative and conversation-sparking
and gave attendees something to consider when
purchasing LED lighting options in the future.
CT Lighting Sales is looking forward to expanding
its market into the Northern Colorado region, and
believes that this informative tradeshow was just the
beginning of a fantastic relationship with the area.
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The SCEM is suitable for medical locations as
well, including ICS, MRI rooms, reception areas
and lobbies. The SCEM is a recessed and
wall/ceiling surface mount fixture that features
many of the same options of the SCE series,
but has some added features specifically for
the medical field. The fixture is coated with an
Anti-microbial white paint, and has the option of
a custom graphic lens which is often asked for
in patient-areas of various medical buildings. The
SCEM also features a 100% aluminum body with
welded seams and stainless steel hardware, and
is tested for trace magnetic properties to ensure
no ferrous materials exist in the fixture.
Both the SCE and SCEM series have a wide
range of lumen outputs ranging from 2000lm to
6000lm, depending on the configuration. Both
are single-circuit, and can have remote drivers
where needed. The range of lumen outputs,
diffused light through AccuRay® and medical
options make the Metalumen SCENE series is a
highly-adaptable fixture that can create uniformity
in a variety of applications.
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